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Abstract
This research study offers a complete comparison analysis of both systems in order to highlight the distinctive advantages and disadvantages of online and offline education. Through observations drawn from a wide range of dependable sources, a thorough perspective on this crucial subject is offered. We also performed an in-depth investigation of preferences and viewpoints about online education and offline education using a survey with participants from a variety of backgrounds, including students, parents, and employees. The information was gathered via a survey. The study is enhanced by the use of a google form link shared through a social media platform since it offers practical information about these important parties' preferences. This research intends to emphasize the distinct advantages and disadvantages of both online and offline schooling through a careful comparative assessment, in addition to the survey data. We took around 2 months of time to collect this data through survey form. The major objective is to provide teachers, students, and legislators with the information they need to make decisions on the direction that education should go in the future.

Recent important technological advancements have altered the educational landscape significantly. The popularity of online learning has altered how students access and engage with educational content. This article compares and contrasts online and traditional classroom settings to show how they differ and to acknowledge the inherent disadvantages of both.
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Introduction
The way students access and engage with educational information has undergone a significant transition as a result of the rapidly changing educational landscape, which has been fueled by ground-breaking technology breakthroughs. In a time when online learning has become extremely popular, it is crucial to carefully consider the unique benefits and downsides of both online and offline education. This investigation sets out on a thorough trip to provide a revealing viewpoint on this important topic. It seeks to give a comprehensive and unbiased comparative examination of the two main modes of education delivery: online and offline. Its foundation is firmly rooted in observations taken from a wide spectrum of
credible sources. The inclusion of opinions and preferences from significant players in the education scene distinguishes this research from others. A thorough poll that was conducted using a Google Form link shared on social media channels collected the opinions of a wide range of respondents, including students, parents, and employers. Their opinions and preferences add to the research and provide useful, real-world information on their educational choices. The study carefully examines the unique qualities and inherent drawbacks of both online and offline education in addition to the survey results. The main goal is to arm educators, learners, and decision-makers with the information they need to guide education's future in a way that best meets the changing needs and ambitions of the modern learner. Understanding the dynamic interactions between online and conventional classroom environments is essential as the educational landscape continues to change. This study explores their similarities and distinctions while also acknowledging the drawbacks of each, giving educators and decision-makers who want to influence the future of education useful information.

The Pros of Offline Education
1. In-Person Interaction: Offline learning encourages in-person communication between instructors and students, which supports active learning. Students can interact with their professors and peers in person while they are in a real classroom. This face-to-face engagement enables on-the-spot conversations, explanations, and the development of strong teacher-student bonds, strengthening the learning process as a whole. [1]
2. Immediate Feedback: In typical classroom settings, real-time feedback improves understanding. It is possible for students to express questions, get clarification, and get prompt answers from their teachers. This quick feedback loop is crucial for resolving questions and making sure that students comprehend the topic properly [1].
3. Organized Learning: Physical classrooms provide an organized setting that makes it easier to explore a subject in-depth. Offline learning offers a structured setting, a well-organized curriculum, and set times. This organization helps students retain discipline, concentrate on their academics, and thoroughly research topics [3].
4. Improved Group Work: Collaboration in person is frequently more efficient. Student collaboration is encouraged through group projects and teamwork in offline education. Through this type of contact, students may pick up knowledge from their classmates, share ideas, and forge important collaboration skills that are useful in real-world situations. [1]
These benefits of offline learning include the value of face-to-face communication, quick feedback, controlled environments for learning, and the efficiency of teamwork.

The Cons of Offline Education
1. Limited Accessibility: Access to offline education may be hampered by practical and geographic limitations. Traditional brick-and-mortar schools are frequently situated in certain geographic regions, making it difficult for students to get excellent education from far-off places. This restriction may exclude those who must commute or move away from home in order to attend school, which may limit their access to educational opportunities [3].
2. Higher Costs: For some, the cost of traditional schooling might be a deterrent. Typically, costs associated with offline education include tuition, books, travel, and lodging. Higher education may be
quite expensive, which may discourage those with low financial resources from pursuing their academic objectives [[3]].

3. Fixed times: Because offline classes follow set times, flexibility is limited. Students in traditional classroom-based education must show up for class at set times, which might not fit into their own schedules. This lack of flexibility might be difficult for people who are in the job market, have family obligations, or want a more individualized learning pace. [6]

These drawbacks of traditional education highlight the need of resolving concerns with accessibility, cost, and the requirement for more adaptable learning alternatives.

The Pros of Online Education

1. First, flexibility Online learning gives students the flexibility to study at their own speed. Online courses, in contrast to traditional classroom settings, give students the flexibility to access course materials and do tasks at their own pace. People with employment, family, or other commitments might benefit from this flexibility since it allows them to combine learning with their other obligations. [4]

2. Accessibility: It provides everywhere access to a huge selection of courses and materials. Students may access courses from colleges and institutions all around the world because to the fact that online education transcends regional borders. This makes a variety of educational options available, including those for programmes and disciplines that would not be offered locally [5].

3. Financial savings: Since housing and travel costs are lower, online education can be more affordable. Online learners can forego the price of daily commuting, accommodation, and campus-related fees. A wider range of students may find higher education more accessible and inexpensive because of these cost savings[5].

4. Personalization: Numerous online courses provide individualized learning opportunities. Online learning environments frequently include tools that enable personalized learning routes, adaptive tests, and the flexibility to concentrate on specific learning objectives. This customisation can improve the educational process and accommodate students’ various needs[2].

5. These benefits of online learning highlight how it may provide flexible, open-access, and personalized learning experiences while lowering related expenses.

The Cons of Online Education

1. There is less face-to-face interaction than in typical classroom settings, which is a major disadvantage of online learning. Online learners are deprived of direct, in-person interactions with teachers and classmates. This may have an effect on the effectiveness of conversations, prompt explanations, and the growth of social skills that may be fostered in actual classroom situations. [4]]

2. Technical Difficulties: Students could experience difficulty with platform utilization and internet access. A seamless online learning experience requires dependable internet connectivity. Technical issues, such as inadequate connectivity to the internet or software bugs, can frustrate students and impede learning, which can negatively impact their entire educational experience.[4]

3. Self-Motivation is Required: Online learning needs motivation and self-discipline. Without the actual presence of professors or classmates, students in a virtual setting must take the initiative to manage their time wisely, remain on track with studies, and finish projects. This calls for a lot of self-motivation, which some students may find difficult [[6]].
These drawbacks of online learning emphasize the necessity to take into account any potential drawbacks of distance learning, such as the absence of in-person interaction, technological difficulties, and the requirement for self-motivation.

Data-Driven Insights
1. Data analysis and surveys were probably used in this study to learn more about students’ opinions and experiences with various teaching techniques. The research by Sharma is a useful tool for learning about the advantages and disadvantages of both strategies.
2. Studies on offline and online talks have emphasized the distinct advantages and difficulties linked to each modality [3]. This information probably required examining the efficacy and caliber of conversations in both offline and online settings. It gives important details about how the two types of engagement and communication differ from one another.
3. Data from a 2023 research contrasted offline and online education, highlighting both methods' benefits and drawbacks [4]. Surveys, tests, and data analysis were probably used in this recent study to evaluate the efficacy of teaching strategies in various circumstances. The results of this investigation might contribute something useful to your research report.

These data-driven insights are crucial for giving a complete picture of the benefits and drawbacks of traditional classroom instruction and online learning. They provide empirical data to back up your study.

Google form survey link: https://forms.gle/ntJJMqDFWQZuTkcC9

DATA COLLECTED:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESIGNATION</th>
<th>NUMBER OF RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STUDENTS</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEACHER</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION ADMIN</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHERS</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG1: count of Gender

FIG2: Count of highest level of survey participant
FIG3: Count of people comfortable with online vs offline

FIG4: Count of why specific factors influence your preference for offline mode over online
Count of What specific factors influence your preference for online mode over the offline?

- Flexibility in scheduling: 4.5%
- Cost considerations: 4.5%
- Access to a wide range...: 4.5%
- Other: 22.7%
- All the option listed: 63.6%

FIG5: Count of what factors influence your preference for online mode over offline

FIG6: Google form image  Student, teacher, and all parties involved perspectives:
1) Perspectives from Students:

**Offline Learning:** Many students value the face-to-face communication and fast feedback that conventional classes provide. It promotes a sense of community and enables participation.

**Online Learning:** Offers flexibility, easy access to a variety of courses, and financial savings. Some students enjoy the individualized learning opportunities offered by online courses.

2) Perspectives from Teachers:

**Offline Learning:** Teachers in conventional classrooms frequently value their capacity to communicate directly with students and to assess their comprehension in real-time.

**Online Learning:** Due to its versatility and the chance to produce interesting digital content, online teaching may be favored by educators.

3) Additional Parties:

**Parents:** Parents could be worried about how much traditional school costs and how easily their kids can obtain online education.

**Employers:** While they may respect degrees or certificates from conventional universities, employers also recognize the wide range of skills that online learners may develop.

**Conclusion**

Finally, our study has shed light on the clear preferences that emerged from the survey data, showing a strong preference for traditional offline learning among students, parents, and other stakeholders. This decision emphasizes how crucial in-person training will always be.

We acknowledge that traditional classroom instruction and virtual learning each have benefits and limitations. However, the majority of respondents to the poll said that they preferred offline learning, which highlights how important it is to consider the different needs and circumstances of learners. Our findings provide compelling evidence for a well-rounded approach that leverages the benefits of both modalities.

It is evident that the secret to shaping education's future lies in creating an adaptable and well-balanced learning environment that blends the power of innovation and technology with the essential elements of personalization and face-to-face interaction.

The information-based study and survey findings validate the need for educational efforts that consider the diverse requirements of students, educators, and other relevant parties. We thus beseech governments and educational institutions to consider the popular preference for offline learning as they continue to investigate the potential benefits of technology for enhancing the educational experience.
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